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1.	MR JUSTICE DAVIS:  The claimant is a national of Turkey of Kurdish extraction, born on 13 August 1978.  He arrived in the United Kingdom on 11 October 2000, gaining entry by use of a false passport, and immediately claimed asylum at Heathrow airport.  
2.	On 25 January 2001 he was notified of the decision on the part of the Secretary of State to refuse him leave to enter and to refuse to grant him asylum.  The usual one-stop notice was appended to the notice of refusal.  The claimant then appealed from that decision, as was his right.
3.	His appeal came before an adjudicator on 11 May 2001.  The claimant gave evidence through an interpreter.  He was represented by counsel and solicitors.  The Home Office was also represented.
4.	The central thrust of the claimant's appeal was that he had been politically active, albeit at a low level in the Kurdish cause in Turkey, that he had been arrested and detained in 1997 and again on two occasions in 1999 when, according to him, he was subjected to prolonged torture by the police.  He also raised risks to him by reason of his evading military service and by reason of his asserted family connections with persons associated with the PKK, which association was said to be known to the police.  The adjudicator dismissed the appeal.  He found the claimant's evidence, for the most part, "incredible".  The adjudicator expressly rejected the claims of the claimant that he had been arrested in 1999 and tortured.  
5.	From that determination promulgated on 18 June 2001 the claimant sought to appeal.  His application for permission to appeal was refused by a decision of the Immigration Appeal Tribunal of 19 July 2001 which stated, amongst other things, that the adjudicator's findings were in accordance with the weight of evidence and properly supported by it.  An application for permission judicially to review the decision of the Immigration Appeal Tribunal was refused by Turner J on 13 December 2001.
6.	On 2 January 2002 the claimant's solicitors wrote to the Secretary of State making representations that the removal of the claimant would amount to a violation of his rights under the European Convention of Human Rights.  Those solicitors had been instructed in October 2001 in place of the solicitors acting for the purposes of the hearing before the adjudicator and those new solicitors had in fact acted for the claimant in his judicial review application which ended up before Turner J.
7.	The letter of 2 January 2002 placed particular emphasis on the asserted psychological state of the claimant.  It enclosed a detailed report from a psychiatrist and stated that the claimant suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder and oppressive illness resulting from his having been tortured.  It stated that he was at severe risk of drastic deterioration in his mental state, including severe risk of suicide, if he were to be returned to Turkey.  Exceptional leave to remain was also sought.
8.	The representations so made were refused by a detailed letter from the Secretary of State dated 28 May 2002.  Further representations were then made, including the submission of a further report from the same psychiatrist.  By a letter dated 13 August 2002 the Secretary of State, in a detailed response, refused the applications.  In addition, the Secretary of State certified under section 73(8) of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999, the consequence of that certification being that no appeal was available to the claimant.
9.	The claimant now seeks to challenge that decision.  He in fact issued a claim form on 14 June 2002, the claimant at that stage seeking to quash the decision contained in the letter of 28 May 2002.  Permission in respect of that particular application was refused by Ouseley J on the papers.  However, by updated grounds the challenge is now in effect to the decision conveyed by the subsequent letter of 13 August 2002.  Permission was granted after an oral hearing by Roderick Evans J.
10.	At the hearing before me, the argument has in fact been confined to the certificate issued under section 73(8) of the 1999 Act.  The claimant seeks to quash that certificate with a view to making an appeal to an adjudicator whereby his further claims could be evaluated and assessed on the evidence.
11.	I turn then to the relevant legal provisions.  Section 73 of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 provides in the relevant respects as follows:   
"(7) Subsection 8 applies if, on the application of the appellant, an immigration officer or the Secretary of State makes a decision in relation to the appellant. 
(8) The immigration officer, or as the case may be, the Secretary of State may certify that in his opinion -
(a) one purpose of making the application was to delay the removal from the United Kingdom of the appellant or any member of his family; and 
(b) the appellant had no other legitimate purpose for making the application. 

(9) No appeal may be brought under the Special Immigration Appeals Commission Act 1997 or this Act against a decision on an application in respect of which a certificate has been issued under subsection~(8)." 
Broadly comparable wording, it may be noted, is used in section 73(2). 
12.	The wording, however, is to be contrasted with the wording used in the preceding section in the statute, that is to say section 72, which imposes restrictions on the right of appeal in the context of a certificate issued under section 11 and section 12 of the 1999 Act, that is to say, broadly speaking, relating to safe third countries.  In particular section 72(2) reads as follows: 
"A person who has been, or is to be, sent to a member State or to a country designated under section 12(1)(b) is not, while he is in the United Kingdom, entitled to appeal- 
(a) under section 65 if the Secretary of State certifies that his allegation that a person acted in breach of his human rights [or racially discriminated against him] is manifestly unfounded; or 
(b) under section 71."
(Broadly similar wording, in particular by deployment of the phrase "manifestly unfounded", is contained in the certification provisions of paragraph 9 of schedule 4 to the 1999 Act).  Thus overall the wording of section 73(8) is materially different to that contained in section 72(2).  The purpose behind the differentiation in this wording is not altogether clear.  Since section 73 is concerned with a situation where the appeal process has been ostensibly determined it may be that its provisions are to be construed against, as it were, a presumption of scepticism.  At all events, section 73(8) presupposes the forming of an opinion on behalf of the Secretary of State that, amongst other things, an applicant has no other legitimate purpose for making the application: which is to be contrasted with a certification that an allegation is manifestly unfounded as provided, for example, in section 72(2).  However, one common feature of these provisions at least is that plainly an exercise of judgment is involved.
13.	In the present case before me, however, the parties were agreed that there was no substantive distinction to be drawn between the provisions of the two subsections of these two sections in terms of the approach to be adopted by the court.  In this context I was referred to the decision of Burton J in the case of Vemenac at [2002 Imm AR 613; [2002] EWHC 1636, a case which also involved certification under section 73(8).  In the course of his judgment Burton J said this (reading from paragraph 20): 
"I am satisfied after hearing argument that what that means is that the Secretary of State must be shown reasonably to have been satisfied that in his opinion the appellant had no legitimate purpose because the case put forward was so hopeless that it was not properly arguable. That is the basis upon which I have heard [counsel] today, and he agreed that that was the basis on which his case should be put forward, and I am satisfied after hearing submissions and argument from both counsel that this was indeed correct."
Then a little later towards the end of his judgment Burton J said this (paragraph 29): 
"In those circumstances, I am entirely satisfied that there is no case here to challenge the certificate of the Secretary of State under section 73(8).  It seems to me that the wording of this section would be well to be reconsidered by the Secretary of State and by Parliament in due course, though that is a matter entirely for the legislature, so as to bring it in line with what, in my view, is the clear judicial purpose, namely a conclusion by the Secretary of State that in his opinion a claim or a further claim was manifestly unfounded.  
30.  But my judgment, on a proper construction of this statute, is that the conclusion which the Secretary of State is required to come to is not just that in his opinion the case has no reasonable prospect of success, but that it is not properly arguable and consequently is hopeless, or, put another way, manifestly unfounded.  I am entirely satisfied that such was a reasonable conclusion in this case, and I therefore dismiss the application."
14.	The ultimate decision in Vemenac of course was a decision by reference to its own rather special facts.  However, with regard to the approach indicated by Burton J and the construction of section 73(8) Mr Robin Tam, counsel appearing on behalf of the Secretary of State before me, was content to accept that that represented the right approach, at all events for the purposes of this case, he making it clear however that the Secretary of State reserved the right to argue otherwise in some other case.
15.	In the light of that concession I am prepared to proceed, (albeit I would for myself note the striking difference in the wording between the provisions of section 73(8) and section 72(2)) on the basis of the approach laid down by Burton J in Vemenac.
16.	Mr Southey, counsel appearing for the claimant, then referred me to a number of decisions under section 72 of the 1999 Act.  Thus in Razgar [2002] EWHC 2554 Admin, Richards J, having referred to a number of authorities, says this:  
"13.  What those passages make clear is that the Secretary of State is entitled to certify the case as manifestly unfounded if, but only if, he is satisfied on reviewing the material before him that the human rights allegation must clearly fail.  Where the lawfulness of the Secretary of State's decision is challenged on judicial review, the court's role, as it seems to me, is to determine whether the decision was reasonably open to the Secretary of State applying, in effect, the Wednesbury test but exercising the anxious scrutiny called for in all cases of this kind.  
In practice, however, I accept Mr Blake's submission that this comes down to much the same thing as determining whether, on the material before the Secretary of State, the claimant had an arguable case that removal would be in breach of his Convention rights.  If the claimant does on proper analysis have an arguable case, then no reasonable Secretary of State could properly conclude that the case must clearly fail.  For this purpose, the Secretary of State is entitled to look at all the material before him, including that produced by his own officials, as well as that submitted on behalf of the claimant, but he is not engaged in a full determination on the merits; and where, for example, there has been a material factual dispute about the claimant's circumstances, or about the nature of the regime operating in the third country, the Secretary of State cannot simply rely on his own resolution of that dispute but must consider, for the purposes of certification, whether it is possible that the claimant might prevail on the point on an appeal before an Adjudicator." 
Then (passing over a few lines), he goes on: 
"Of course, if there is an obvious reason why the claimant's material should be rejected, or if the evidence could not sustain the human rights claim, even if accepted, it will be open to the Secretary of State reasonably to conclude that the claim is clearly bound to fail.  But if there is no obvious reason why the claimant's evidence should be rejected and, if on that evidence the claimant has an arguable case that removal would be in breach of his Convention rights, then the Secretary of State cannot reasonably certify the claim as manifestly unfounded."   
17.	In the case of Changuizi [2002] EWHC 2569 Admin, Crane J said this in the course of his judgment: 
"46.  By definition a certificate will only be issued in cases in which the Secretary of State is, in fact, taking an adverse view of the claimant's merits.  Thus, it is vitally important that the Secretary of State should for this purpose not consider merely the merits of the claimant's claim, but whether the claim is bound to fail before the Adjudicator.  Or, to put it the other way round, whether his, the Secretary of State's, view is so clearly correct that that is bound to succeed before the Adjudicator.  It is a situation different from a situation in which the European Court of Human Rights is deciding whether cases are admissible.  It is there a decision of the court."
Then moving on to paragraph 48, he says this:
"Although clearly the court is considering whether the Secretary of State was entitled to conclude that the claim was manifestly unfounded, the need for the most anxious scrutiny means that in most cases there will be relatively little room for the court to differ from the Secretary of State's view, but nevertheless decide that the Secretary of State was entitled to reach his view." ]
With those statements and with the statements of Richards J already recited by me I respectfully agree.
18.	I should add that decisions in this context, at all stages, call for the most anxious and rigorous scrutiny: as is common ground between counsel appearing before me, rightly so.
19.	It is convenient at this stage to turn to the findings of the adjudicator.  He set out at some length in his determination the background and a summary of the evidence adduced and of the submissions.  He set out in detail his findings.  The crucial findings for present purposes are those contained in paragraphs 35 to 37 of his determination:  
"35.  First and foremost I must deal with the credibility or otherwise of the Appellant.  In the main I found his evidence to be lacking in credibility.  I do accept however the that Appellant has to a reasonable degree of likelihood involved himself with PKK and HADEP activities at the very lowest level, for example handing out leaflets and attending rallies.  I accept that on the 5 May 1995 he may well have been handing out PKK leaflets when some of his friends were arrested.  In his amended statement it is not entirely clear whether he was arrested on that occasion or not.  In his oral evidence it appears he was not arrested as he says he was not present when his friends were arrested and he managed to escape in the dark.  Thereafter I find the evidence of the Appellant to be incredible.  I cannot accept that a person who is genuinely in fear for his life should firstly return to areas where he knew he was being sought, and secondly engage in public demonstrations in support of the PKK, thus putting himself in a situation where he was likely to be arrested and at the same time claiming to be on the run from the police for a period of about five years.  His explanation for this is that he had confidence in a false identity card supplied to him by PKK.  I do not accept that the PKK would be interested in providing false documents to someone who was not a member of the organisation and whose activities amounted to handing out leaflets and writing slogans on walls.  Furthermore, I do not understand the need for false documents as the evidence suggests that he was not arrested on the 5th May 1995.  I also cannot understand why if he was in fear of his life it took five years before he left the country.
36.  I do not accept that the Appellant was arrested and detained by the Police on the 1 May 1997 while he was taking part in a protest.  I note that on his SEF at B7 he describes this incident thus 'on the 1 May 1997 during Labour's Day I was beaten by the police, I was hit on the forehead by the butt of a gun.  I do not accept that he was arrested on the 20 February 1999 and detained for two days during which time he was tortured.  I note that on his SEF at B14 no mention is made of detention or torture on this occasion.  Furthermore, I do not accept he was arrested on the 21 March 1999, detained for a week and tortured. 

37.  The Appellant has not satisfied me even to the low standard required that the police or any other governmental authority have any adverse intelligence on him at all."
20.	Thus there is a clear assessment by the adjudicator that the claimant's evidence in the material respects was incredible.  The claims of torture were expressly rejected.  Moreover, they are rejected on rational and cogent grounds, involving inherent implausibilities and inconsistencies in the claimant's evidence as assessed by the adjudicator and on the failure of the claimant to mention all the torture incidents in his initial SEF form.  
21.	The letter of representation of 2 January 2002 however asserts at great length that the applicant had been tortured.  It says this, amongst other things: 
"By the time we saw our client, less than 24 hours before the proposed removal, scheduled for 6 October, the client was in a very distressed state at the prospect of what awaited him on his removal to Turkey.  It seemed to us from his preliminary instructions and from the physical and psychological symptoms, obvious even to a lay observer, that it would have been advisable at an earlier stage in his case to obtain medical evidence to support his asylum claim."  
The letter then goes on to summarise in some detail the medical evidence of Dr Pierzchniak, which is set out in an appendix report, and the letter having summarised Dr Pierzchniak's views, goes on to say: 
"The above findings, we would submit, constitute persuasive evidence that Mr Soylemez has been tortured."  
The letter then goes on to set out at great length the alleged history of his alleged persecution.  It summarises the adjudicator's findings and it says this, after making representations about the consequences of forcible return to Turkey: 
"To return Mr Soylemez in the light of the fresh medical evidence attached, added to the adjudicator's findings above, would be contrary to his human rights under articles 2 and 3 of the European Convention On Human Rights."  
The letter also went on to ask for exceptional leave to remain.  
22.	It might perhaps be added that the new solicitors writing this letter had raised with the previous solicitors involved the question as to why no evidence as to the claimant's psychological and medical state had been adduced before the adjudicator.  Those solicitors had explained in correspondence that the case handler concerned, who knew that torture had not been raised in the original SEF, was of the view that a referral to the Medical Foundation was not called for in this particular case.  It was further said by the former solicitors that the claimant had himself devoted many hours to considering with his interpreter his draft witness statement and that counsel had considered all issues and had robustly presented the case before the adjudicator.
23.	The report of Dr Pierzchniak, which is referred to in the letter of 2 January 2002, is of course before me.  It starts by saying this, the report being dated 11 December 2001: 
"I am preparing this report at the request of the Hackney Community Law Centre, who represent the above-named in immigration proceedings.  He comes from a politically active family amongst the Kurdish population of Turkey and was a PKK supporter.  He was arrested on a number of occasions by the police in Turkey and ill treated in various ways.  There had been an issue of credibility.  His legal representatives are concerned because he has revealed that he experiences flashbacks and nightmares on a regular basis as a result of his ill~treatment in Turkey and he also suffers from very poor concentration and memory since his ill~treatment.  
Further to my instructions, I interviewed Mr Soylemez on 31.10.01 and have had sight of immigration documents in this case."
I add that it is not stated how long the interview had lasted.
24.	The report then sets out the family history and the personal history of Mr Soylemez, the claimant.  In the course of the summary of the personal history it is apparent that the psychiatrist was acting on the basis of what he had been told, either by the claimant in the interview with the psychiatrist or by the solicitors.  This is said, amongst other things: 
"In 1997, he then attended the May Day demonstrations.  Police cordoned off the demonstrators and he was struck on the head by the butt of a rifle.  He showed the scar he still bears.  He said the scar is clearly visible and, when he looks at it, it affects him.
He was arrested by the police in March 1999 in the annual Nevroz demonstrations.  He was taken to a building housing the anti-terrorist branch of the authorities in Bursa.  He was there hanged by his shoulders from the ceiling and dislocated his right shoulder.  He is left with permanent disability in his arms where he cannot lift heavy items.  He was beaten with sandbags and sprayed with cold water.  He was beaten severely and subjected to falaka.  He said that these events meant that he could not live as a normal person because of psychological pain."
25.	It is not quite clear from that particular paragraph whether it was the doctor's own assessment that the claimant had been left with permanent disability in his arms or whether he was simply recounting what the claimant had told him.
26.	The report goes on to recite again a statement of facts, including the statement that the claimant had once again been tortured.  This is described in some detail.  Again it is clear that the psychiatrist is acting on the basis of what he had been told, either by the claimant in interview or by the claimant's new solicitors.  The report then says this:
"Mr Soylemez told me more of the psychological effects his ill~treatment had caused.  He gets intrusive memories of his detention and torture almost continuously.  He feels as if he is back in the situation.  Reminders will precipitate the memories, for example programmes on the television. When recalling this, Mr Soylemez was visibly distressed and said that it was because he was talking about his experience and at the same time reliving memories.  He gets nightmares of torture and this is made worse because he is worried that his family might be subjected to the same treatment as he had.  He is easily startled. Mr Soylemez has lost a lot of weight due to the anxiety of being sent back to Turkey.  He says that he has become very forgetful." 
The mental state examination records this view: 
"Mr Soylemez reported being very low in mood and has become very withdrawn.  He is preoccupied with experiences in Turkey and is very tense and anxious.  He said he was fearful of the same treatment if he returned to Turkey.  He sleeps poorly and gets nightmares.  He has a poor appetite and this has led to weight loss.  He has difficulty concentrating due to his preoccupation.  This has led to poor memory.  He feels hopeless and at times has felt suicidal."   
Then in the concluding three paragraphs the doctor summarises his opinion.  He does so in these terms: 
"1.  Mr Soylemez has two mental illnesses, a depressive illness and post traumatic stress disorder.  The depressive illness is characterised by low mood, anxiety, poor sleep, poor appetite, poor concentration, poor memory, hopelessness and suicidal ideation.  The posttraumatic stress disorder is characterised by intrusive memories of a traumatic event, feeling as though he is back in the same situation, reminders, nightmares and hypervigilance.  
2.  Mr Soylemez can very clearly link the symptom of posttraumatic stress disorder to his torture in Turkey.  Posttraumatic stress disorder only occurs in the context of a traumatic event and the clarity with which Mr Soylemez can describe his experiences and symptoms adds credibility to his account.  Posttraumatic stress disorder is recognised as a mental illness in both diagnostic classifications used in the United States and by the World Health Organisation." 
Then going on a little bit: 
"It has also been very ably (sic) demonstrated by Mr Soylemez in our consultation that talking about his torture precipitates the unpleasant symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder and it is known that sufferers avoid talking about their experiences to the same extent as those people suffering from phobias would avoid the situation which provokes them." 
3.  Both illnesses require treatment.  Mr Soylemez is in urgent need of a general practitioner who can either assess and treat his depression themselves or refer him to catchment area psychiatric services for further assessment and treatment.  I would also recommend that he is referred to the Medical Foundation for the victims of torture for assessment and intervention where his posttraumatic stress disorder is concerned.  In particular, uncertainty about whether or not he is going to be returned to Turkey is making Mr Soylemez' situation worse.  It generates unpleasant memories of his previous ill treatment and is making his PTSD and depression worse.  He requires urgent intervention and this would mean staying in the United Kingdom to receive treatment."
Then the opinion concludes with this striking sentence:
"Returning him to Turkey would precipitate a catastrophic deterioration in his mental state as he will be stimulated by the situation to the extent that his symptoms will become unbearable and, as he has already contemplated suicide, he would almost certainly attempt and complete such an act."   
There then follows the signature of Dr Pierzchniak who, it may be noted, is a consultant forensic psychiatrist, an honorary senior lecturer at Guys, King's and St Thomas Medical School and approved under section 12 of the Mental Health Act 1983.   
27.	A number of points arise from that report.  First, it is not clear if Dr Pierzchniak was ever shown a copy of the adjudicator's determination.  All he says is, "There had been an issue of credibility"; nothing more than that.  The claimant's solicitors have not responded to a subsequent invitation to disclose the exact instructions or documentation provided to Dr Pierzchniak.  Second, it is evident that Dr Pierzchniak's diagnosis of depressive illness and post-traumatic stress disorder is based on the premise that the claimant had been severely tortured.  As he says, post-traumatic stress disorder only occurs in the context of a traumatic event and the whole thrust of the report makes clear that the traumatic event relied upon for the diagnosis is the alleged torture.  Third, it is also evident that (naturally enough) Dr Pierzchniak's report (based, it would seem, on the one interview), is heavily based on what the claimant had himself told Dr Pierzchniak.  Fourth, there has been put in no evidence to show that the claimant had or since has seen any general practitioner about his depressive illness, notwithstanding Dr Pierzchniak's strong recommendation, nor that the claimant has been referred to the Medical Foundation, again notwithstanding Dr Pierzchniak's recommendation. 
28.	After the representations made in the letter of 2 January 2002 had been rejected by the Secretary of State (by his letter dated 28 May 2002) and to which it is not now necessary further to refer, the solicitors wrote again on 13 June 2002 making detailed further representations and enclosing a further report of Dr Pierzchniak.  It would appear that in making that further report Dr Pierzchniak had not interviewed the claimant again.  It reads as follows:  
"Dear Mr Makhlouf 
Re:     Taylan Soylemez
DOB:    17.8.1978 
Address:    54 Sherbourne Avenue, Enfield, EN3 5PW 
 
Thank you for your letter regarding the above named dated 7.6.02.  I have noted the contents and those of the Home Office letter refusing Mr~Soylemez permission to remain in the UK.  I can reply to the points raised as follows: 
1.  Diagnosis of both post traumatic stress disorder and depression was made according to the symptoms objectively assessed by myself.  They are not a self diagnosis produced by Mr Soylemez, I made the observation in the last paragraph of my Mental State Examination that Mr Soylemez realised he had mental health problems, however he does not have the working knowledge of psychiatric terminology and diagnostic classifications to make a self diagnosis.  The symptoms of post traumatic stress disorder were volunteered by Mr Soylemez and I asked him about symptoms of depression which he answered, in my view, very frankly, this is supported by his distress and his additional information to answers to my questions regarding depression, which is evidence that he answered the questions to do with depression in a manner more than just answering in the affirmative or negative.  This adds credibility to his answers and to the diagnosis.  I would also draw attention to other, visible, signs of mental disorder.  I noted on more than one occasion that Mr~Soylemez was distressed during the interview and noted that he was so agitated at times that he could not sit in his seat.  These are identifiable features of mental disorder which add credibility to the diagnoses. 
2.  My Soylemez would have been in a far better mental state when I interviewed him had he not been faced with the removal to Turkey.  The thought of the removal to Turkey clearly preoccupied Mr Soylemez and brought his memories of his mistreatment there to the fore.  He was therefore very agitated.  I would say that any action to remove Mr Soylemez from the UK to Turkey would in itself be a trigger for a decline in his mental state given his already abnormal mental state.  If he was threatened with actual removal proceedings, this would make his mental state even worse. 
3.  Bearing in mine Mr Soylemez' reluctance to discuss his symptoms because of the reported precipitation of the unpleasant memories I think it is reasonable not to have expected Mr Soylemez to discuss them at an early stage.  I would say again, as in paragraph two of my opinion that it is a well known phenomenon that sufferers of post traumatic stress disorder to avoid talking about the experiences in the same way as those suffering from phobias would avoid a situation which evokes feelings of stress or anxiety.  In addition Mr~Soylemez volunteered that he had a poor memory and had difficulty concentrating, this would not make matters any easier.
I hope this is of help, please do not hesitate to contact me should any further clarification be required."
29.	To that further letter of representation accompanied by the further report of Dr Pierzchniak the Secretary of State responded by his letter of 13 August 2002.  The letter is a detailed letter and incorporates, amongst other things, the points made in the previous letter of May 2002.  Amongst other things, these points are made in the letter: 
"In considering these representations the Secretary of State is aware that your client has previously been through the one-stop appeals system.  This means that your client was obliged under the 1999 Act to mention any and all of the grounds that he wished to rely on at appeal or afterwards at the earliest opportunity.  
Having carefully considered the contents of your representations dated 2 January 2002 and 13 June 2002, the Secretary of State has concluded that you have not made any new, significant or credible evidence which has not been already fully considered, both by the Secretary of State and the Special Independent Adjudicator."
The letter then goes on a little later on:
"You state that your client's removal would 'precipitate a drastic deterioration in his mental state'.  In support of your claim you have submitted a medical report which states that your client is suffering from two mental illnesses: a depressive illness and posttraumatic stress disorder.  According to the psychiatric assessment your client's mental problems stem from alleged arrests, detention and torture.  However, the adjudicator did not accept that your client was tortured" 
And then it goes on to refer to the adjudication.  A little further on, on the third page of the letter, this is then said: 
"The Secretary of State has reconsidered your client's case on all the evidence available to him, including the further representations, but has concluded that you are seeking to rely on the acceptance of facts which the independent adjudicator has rejected.  You have submitted a medical report which states that your client is suffering from depression and posttraumatic stress disorder.  Notwithstanding, the Adjudicator's findings the Secretary of State is satisfied there is treatment available for your client's conditions in Turkey.  Additionally, although you have raised a new article, Article 2, you have raised no new evidence or argument explaining how this new Article is engaged.  
Then a little further on: 
"The Secretary of State is of the view that the representations made in your letter of 13 June 2002 do not add anything further to your client's case. Dr Pierzchniak's observations made in his letter dated 10 June 2002 operate on the basis that your client is telling the truth, which as you are aware, the Secretary of State does not accept."
The letter then goes on to point out that no evidence had been proffered to suggest that the claimant had followed Dr Pierzchniak's advice as to undergoing further assessment and treatment and then goes on to say this:
"The complaint against your client's previous solicitors is a matter for you but does not advance your client's claim any further.  It is contradictory that on the one hand you are making a complaint against your client's previous solicitors for not obtaining a medical report when your client made his original claim as your client's symptoms were obvious even to a lay observer, and on the other hand (in response to the Secretary of State's observation that one wonders why your client has never raised these issues before and why none of the officials who interviewed him or the Adjudicator made no mention of these symptoms) you claim that your client 'suppressed' his psychological problems and "it is therefore understandable why the adjudicator and the interviewing officer at your client's asylum interview failed to detect the symptoms of torture and the psychological problems your client suffers."
Then the letter concludes in this way: 
"This letter refuses your client's application of 2 January 2002 and further representations made on 13 June 2002.  The Secretary of State certifies under section 73(8) of the Act that in his opinion one purpose of your client's application would be to delay his removal from the United Kingdom and your client had no other legitimate purpose for making it."  
30.	There was in fact produced before me a yet further report from Dr Pierzchniak.  This is dated 10 March 2003.  Again it does not appear that this was based on any further interview with the claimant.  It says this:
"Re Taylan Soylemez dob 17.08.1978
I write with regard to ongoing immigration matters and in particular the 'Detailed Grounds Of Defence' I have had sight of, in particular paragraphs 6 and 7.
I would say that I made the diagnosis of post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) solely on the basis of symptoms elicited and not on the history of traumatic events.  The events themselves serve only to provide an explanation as to why the PTSD is present.  Even given that the credibility of the account of the events is being challenged the diagnosis would remain unchanged.  I would again comment that because PTSD only occurs after a traumatic event, this indicates that the patient was subjected to some form of adversity.  If I were to assume that the traumatic event occurred for reasons other than that claimed by Mr Soylemez, it would not change my opinion about the effect of removal on the mental state of Mr Soylemez.  I would also comment that the credibility of the symptoms Mr Soylemez described is not being called into question.
Where paragraph 7 is concerned I would say that the symptoms of PTSD are very specific and do not allow for a differential diagnosis to be offered.
PTSD is a mental illness which lasts indefinitely.  Psychological interventions and medication are used to alleviate the worst of the illness so that a person may function reasonably well on a day to day basis but some symptoms are persistent.  Where one considers suicide risk in the context of treatment which will not entirely alleviate symptoms, other factors are important.  In the case of Mr Soylemez the only way to alleviate the risk of completed suicide is to prevent him being exposed to the stimulus which would have a catastrophic effect on his PTSD, removal to Turkey." 
31.	Although this report obviously post-dates the decision letter, I place on record that Mr Tam was content that I should read it and take it into account in considering this particular claim.  
32.	Mr Southey based the claimant's claim variously on article 2 (right to life); article 3 (prohibition of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment); and article 8 (right to respect for family life), this last right of course being a qualified right.  He stressed the paramount nature of these rights and of the obligation upon the United Kingdom to seek to ensure compliance with them by reference to claims put forward in that regard by applicants.  He necessarily accepted that the adjudicator had found the claimant to be incredible and had rejected the claims of torture.  But he submits that the fresh evidence, and particularly in the form of the reports of Dr Pierzchniak, gives rise, at least arguably, to a different conclusion.  He fairly acknowledges that the one-stop notice explicitly required the claimant to put forward at that stage all the grounds to be relied upon.  But he says that that is fundamentally a procedural requirement and the substantive rights and obligations arising out of the Human Rights Convention should take precedence.  He also points out that Dr Pierzchniak had mooted the possibility that the claimant may have suppressed his symptoms or that they may have manifested themselves or given rise to a sharp deterioration only after the adverse decision of the adjudicator.  At all events he submits the strength of Dr Pierzchniak's opinion is such that the quantification of the risk of suicide cannot be dismissed as merely speculative.  He contrasts cases such as Bensaid (2001) 33 EHRR 10. Overall, he submits that it was unreasonable for the Secretary of State to decide that there was "no other legitimate purpose for the application" where, on the evidence now adduced, there arguably is.  He submits indeed that the Secretary of State has relied upon only his "native wit", adopting the phrase used by Jowitt J in the case of Khaira and Khaira [1998] 1 INLR 73.  In this context, moreover, he stresses that all the claimant seeks at this stage is the quashing of the certificate so that the arguments and the evidence can be fully explored and assessed at an appeal hearing. 
33.	For his part Mr Tam's fundamental submission is that Dr Pierzchniak's reports are based on a presumption that what the applicant has told him about the torture was true and correct when it had been found by the adjudicator after a hearing and in the light of detailed examination to be incredible evidence and when the adjudicator had found that no torture had occurred.  Mr Tam further stresses that this issue had never been raised before and only surfaced after the failure of the first appeal.  He goes on to submit that where the premise on which Dr Pierzchniak's opinion was based had been rejected as incredible by the adjudicator, the Secretary of State acting reasonably was entitled to discount Dr Pierzchniak's report and to conclude that the claims now made were unarguable and were manifestly unfounded.
34.	In this context Mr Tam referred me to the case of Nadarajah [2002] EWHC 2595 Admin, a decision of Stanley Burnton J.  The facts of that case were of course different to the facts of the present case.  But one feature there was that the applicant in that case was relying on psychiatric evidence as to the risk of suicide if he were to be returned to Germany, the applicant's asserted belief being that if he were to return to Germany he then would be removed straightaway to Sri Lanka.
35.	At paragraphs 47 and 48 of his judgment Stanley Burnton J said this: 
"47.  Mr Underwood submitted that the Home Secretary was entitled to maintain his conclusion that the allegation of breach of human rights was manifestly unfounded, notwithstanding his report.  The principal points he made were the following:
(a) Dr Gorst-Unsworth's report and her conclusions were expressly based on the information that he had given her that he hade been deported from Germany to Sri Lanka where he had been tortured.  It is common ground that he was never so deported.  Furthermore, one of the reasons given by the Secretary of State for rejecting the Claimant's account of his return from Germany to Sri Lanka is that no one who had genuinely suffered the treatment in Sri Lanka which he had alleged would voluntarily have left Germany and gone to Sri Lanka.  The Secretary of State had substantial grounds for rejecting the credibility of the Claimant and his assertion that he had returned to Sri Lanka from Germany.  I have concluded that, the Home Secretary was entitled to come to that conclusion, and indeed, was entitled to conclude that the Claimant's account was manifestly untrue, it follows that he was entitled to concluded that there was no arguable basis for Dr Gorst-Unsworth's opinion.
(b) In any event, Dr Gorst-Unsworth had not been able to quantify, or indeed to qualify the deterioration in the Claimant's condition which she anticipated if he were returned to Germany.  Similarly, the increased risk of self-harm was not quantified. 
(c) Dr Gorst-Unsworth had not expressed a view as to the likely prognosis for the Claimant if he were to remain in this country.
48.  These comments are well-founded.  The evidence of the risk that the Claimant will suffer deterioration in his condition if he is returned to Germany seems to me to be as speculative as it was in the case of Bensaid."
36.	In the present case Mr Tam accepts that here Dr Pierzchniak has put the risk of suicide significantly more strongly than the doctor concerned in the case of Nadarajah.  But by reference, in particular, to paragraph 47(a) of the judgment of Stanley Burnton J he submits that the position here is directly comparable since, as he says, Dr Pierzchniak's reports are based on assertions of torture by the claimant which had been found by the adjudicator to be untrue after a hearing.  Thus he submits that, just as in the case of Nadarajah, the Secretary of State here was entitled to reject Dr Pierzchniak's opinions.
37.	Mr Tam also referred me to the Court of Appeal decision in the case of Danaei [1998] INLR, 124.  At page 132B the submissions of counsel are recorded in this way: 
"Mr Blake submits that the Secretary of State can only reach a different factual conclusion from the adjudicator if he has good reason to do so.  In considering whether good reason exists, two particular matters must be borne in mind.  First, that the adjudicator has what is generally regarded as the unique advantage of hearing and seeing the witnesses as they give their evidence orally in the course of an adversarial process.  Secondly, that the adjudicator is an independent appellate authority, deciding issues of fact impartially as between the rival parties, here the Secretary of State and the respondent." 
At page 133 Simon Brown LJ says this: 
"On an issue such as this it does not seem to me reasonable for the Secretary of State to disagree with the independent adjudicator who has heard all the evidence unless only:  

(1) the adjudicator's factual conclusion was itself demonstrably flawed, as irrational or for failing to have regard to material considerations or for having regard to immaterial ones -- none of which is suggested here; [that, I interpolate, is not suggested in the present case either.  
(2) fresh material has since become available to the Secretary of State such as could realistically have affected the adjudicator's finding -- this too was a matter we considered in Powergen;  
(3) arguably, the adjudicator has decided the appeal purely on the documents or if, despite having heard oral evidence, his findings of fact owe nothing whatever to any assessment of the witnesses."  
Again head (3) is not relevant in this particular case.  
38.	I raised in argument with Mr Tam the suggestion that Dr Pierzchniak's evidence falls within or could fall within category 2 of the categorisations proffered by Simon Brown LJ: that is to say had such evidence been before the adjudicator it could realistically have affected his findings since Dr Pierzchniak's acceptance and view that there was post traumatic stress disorder and therefore a preceding traumatic event was at the least capable of being consistent with the claimant having been tortured as he claimed.  As to that, Mr Tam's reposte was that that could not be said, just because Dr Pierzchniak's report was essentially based on what the claimant had asserted to him, and when so far as one can tell Dr Pierzchniak himself had been told no more than that had "been an issue as to credibility"; and it is for that reason, said Mr Tam, as well as for the other reasons advanced in the letter from the Secretary of State, that the Secretary of State was entitled to reject Dr Pierzchniak's opinions.
39.	Weighing the matters put before me and the competing submissions, I have ultimately come to the conclusion that this claim should succeed.  I accept that the starting point here is the adjudicator's finding, based on cogent and rational grounds, that the applicant's evidence as to arrest and torture was incredible and his specific findings that no torture occurred.  Moreover, it is indeed of note that the medical evidence point was never raised at the first hearing; and subsequent explanations that the claimant's symptoms were obvious raise the query as to why, if that was so, no medical evidence was advanced before the adjudicator.  It also sits ill with the suggestion almost simultaneously made that the symptoms were or might have been suppressed or only manifested themselves after the hearing before the adjudicator.  Yet further there is the very important point that Dr Pierzchniak's initial two reports are predicated on the belief that there was torture when the adjudicator had indeed found that there was not.  
40.	Were the test to be applied by reference to section 73(8) simply that the Secretary of State, acting reasonably, was here entitled to conclude that the claimant had no other legitimate purpose in applying without more, then it might, in my view, be difficult to impeach that decision.  But for present purposes, as I have said, it is common ground that (applying Vemenac), the test I am to apply is whether the Secretary of State could reasonably conclude that the claimant's present application is not properly arguable in the sense of being hopeless and manifestly unfounded.  Here, in my view, it cannot be said that Dr Pierzchniak's views as stated, most notably in the last sentence of his first report, is speculative.  The position is quite different to that alluded to in Nadarajah, in the case of the medical opinion there in question.  Further, I find it difficult to see why Dr Pierzchniak's reports can readily be dismissed as being evidence which is not "significant" or "credible", adjectives used in the first page of the letter of 13 August 2002.
41.	Taking the second categorisation proffered in the decision in Danaei, I cannot conclude that the evidence of Dr Pierzchniak if before the adjudicator realistically could not have affected his findings.  I do not of course say that Dr Pierzchniak's evidence, if adduced, would have affected the findings.  The view I take is simply that, arguably, it might have done so.  While Mr Tam is of course entitled to stress the point that Dr Pierzchniak accepted the assertions of torture made by the claimant in the teeth of findings to the contrary by the adjudicator, in my view the medical evidence itself also can, as it were, be deployed to cast a light backwards.  That is, the evidence of existence of such post traumatic stress disorder and depressive illness of which Dr Pierzchniak speaks so very strongly can be taken to support the existence of a traumatic event such as torture and of which, I might add, physical signs seem also to have been noted.
42.	I am also influenced in deciding whether to grant relief in this regard by the very strong opinion given by Dr Pierzchniak in his recent letter of 10 March 2003 which, as I have said, for the purposes of this particular case Mr Tam has expressly accepted can properly be considered, even though it post-dates the decision letter.  I do not think that the views expressed in that letter can simply be dismissed out of hand at this particular stage.  That letter indicates that Dr Pierzchniak's opinion is unchanged as to the effect on the mental health and risk of suicide to the applicant, if returned to Turkey, even if the underlying reasons were other than as claimed by the claimant to Dr Pierzchniak.  The position therefore is entirely different on the facts to that in Nadarajah.
43.	In so holding I of course accept that there remain abundant grounds of potential attack on the latest evidence and as to whether, as Mr Tam says, the second and third reports of Dr Pierzchniak constitute after the event rationalisation or justification of an over-credulous first opinion formed on a wrong basis.  That may well on cross-examination turn out to be so.  Any subsequent appeal, moreover, will obviously also need to take as a starting point the cogent and detailed findings of the first adjudicator and will also - bearing in mind, amongst other things, the guidelines offered in the case of Devaseelan [2002] UKIAT 05 - approach the latest evidence (which, on one view, was capable of being adduced at the first hearing) with appropriate scepticism.  But the fact that this present application may perhaps hereafter be found on appeal not to be sound is not the point.  For present purposes I have to ask whether the Secretary of State, applying section 73(8), could reasonably regard the present application as hopeless and manifestly unfounded for the reasons given by the letter of 13 August 2002.  I have come to the conclusion that he could not; and therefore I quash the certificate under section 73(8) of the 1999 Act, as contained in that letter. 

